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South Africa - Weather

SOUTH AFRICA : The eastern half of South Africa will have several opportunities for erratic rainfall 

during the coming week. The rain will help gradually bolster soil moisture for most locations. 

Aggressive crop development will persist in most locations. Western South Africa will remain drier 

biased during the coming week. Western sections of Free State and North West into Northern Cape 

will generally dry down. Crop development may become or remain sluggish in the driest locations. The 

need for rain is increasing, though no significant production impacts are expected. • Eastern South 

Africa will see a good mix of rain and sunshine during the coming week o Tropical Cyclone Cheseno will 

initially limit rain through Saturday, though a few light showers will still occur o More widespread and 

significant rain will evolve Sunday into the middle of next week o Moisture totals by next Thursday 

morning will range from 0.75-4.00” with drier pockets in Limpopo • Western South Africa will be drier 

biased during the coming week o Light rain will still occur at times in Western Cape and western 
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United States of America - Weather

U.S. MIDWEST : The Midwest will see regular rounds of precipitation through Wednesday with the 

northwestern Corn Belt missing much of the moisture while the rain and snow elsewhere should not 

be great enough to raise serious concerns over flooding. o The next round of heavy snow will occur 

Friday night into Sunday from east-central Nebraska to southeastern South Dakota to southern 

Michigan. • Many western areas will be colder than usual into Saturday while eastern areas are 

warmer than normal before a surge of arctic air impacts the region Sunday into next week.

U.S. DELTA : The Delta and the Southeast will see frequent rounds of rain during the next two weeks 

and some flooding is likely following rain next week while many areas will be left vulnerable to serious 

flooding if a heavy rain event were to occur in early February. o Rain will be beneficial from northern 

Florida into southern Georgia and nearby areas and additional improvements in soil moisture are 

likely.
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South America - Weather

BRAZIL:  Today’s forecast is wetter from Paraguay to Rio Grande do Sul Sunday into Wednesday with 

some rain from western into central and southern Rio Grande do Sul into Saturday. o Some crops will 

likely be stressed by warm to hot and dry conditions in advance of the coming rain, but serious stress 

may not occur in most areas as long as rain and relief from dryness through Wednesday occurs as 

advertised and continues Feb. 2-4.

ARGENTINA : Regular rain is expected in much of the country through Friday of next week and further 

improvements in crop and soil conditions will result, but a full restoration of yield potentials will not 

occur as some crops were permanently damaged by hot and dry weather earlier in the season. o 

Northern Corrientes will miss much of the rain other areas receive through Tuesday and stress crops 

will rise while yield potentials decline in the hot temperatures expected while beneficial rain falls on 

southern Corrientes Sunday into Tuesday.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather

EUROPE : Rain fell frequently across western and northern parts of Europe Friday through Monday. Northern Portugal was wettest with 4.50 inches of rain resulting. Other rain totals of 1.00 to 2.00 inches occurred in 

northwestern France, western parts of the United Kingdom and in a part of southern Sweden. Moisture totals in most other areas were rarely more than 0.50 inch with a big part of central and southeastern Europe dry 

along with southern Italy and eastern Spain.

AUSTRALIA : Erratic shower and thunderstorm activity in eastern Australia will continue to help improve topsoil moisture for pockets of unirrigated summer crops in the next seven days. Meaningful rain will be localized 

which will leave a need for more rain; however, the rain that does occur will be beneficial and needed. Greater rainfall is still expected in New South Wales and Queensland during the second week of the forecast and it will 

be quite beneficial for sorghum and cotton, especially in unirrigated areas.
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